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Abstract: Agreement or disagreement in devoting hermeneutics into the basic truth happens in interpreting Qur’ān. Hermeneutics don’t want a discourse great ultimed truth but a consideration grounded. Religion is formed based on some characteristics of interpretation as ziyadahhermeneutics, it is an interpretation in text expansion, nuqṣan hermeneutics(not perfect), less than a load of text. Whereas qillahhermeneutics (minus) is an interpretation to use a half or a quarter of the payload text. Ḥanafi categorized the charge hermeneutics with some forms of them: wafṣī hermeneutics(natures/names), natural hermeneutics, madi hermeneutics (substance), shuri hermeneutics(figurative/orientation). Understanding religion appears dichotomic between adopt turāts Islam than Qur’ān or westernization. So the understanding of Islam eroded in interpretation humanistics, liberalistics, modernistics, feministics, pluralistics and anarkonistics. Ḥanafi introduces a hermeneutical theory with the approach of istimābāt istiqra’i (exploration deductive). Iṣtiqa’ understood with istaqraitu be regarded with ‘I’ve been testing hard’ one theme from the text of The Scriptures. The movement of renewal of Islam in contemporary will transfer ‘ishlah dīn (reform religion) to nādhkah ṣāmilah’ (resurrection performance) as a way of obtaining the medieval to suggest transformation or revolution of the social religious. The transition from ‘nādhkah ṣāmilah’ will give birth to the enlightenment sense through imaging inclusive in unify vision begins from the realization of Islam; it was from left to the Islamic right, or conversely assuming maslahah (welfare).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Islamic and modernization discourse has been increasingly opened by being characterized the more and more concept of Islam accumulated in renewal order. One of the very conspiratorial ideas today is about hermeneutic idea which becomes unfinished project that continues developing according to the intellectual message as new theory formulators in creating a new civilization in Islam. Some Islamic intellectuals equate Hermeneutic with tafsir (commentary), while the others state differently. During this time the use of interpretative term in Qur’an has a connotation with the use of tafsir interpretations method. Many tafsir rules follow the principle and strict pattern, while the pattern of hermeneutic interpretation follows the open pattern. Hermeneutic becomes the icon of the modernization of al-Quran values in which the examination interval ranged in transnational perspective which synonymous with the political interpretation based on the inspiration to try to advocate liberalism, modernism, humanism and feminism in the discourse of sanctity which has always focused on alienation. Meanwhile in the next limit the hermeneutic is pushed towards mono dimensional which accommodates political development in a pure religion culture which is decorated by a monolithic and normative reflection leads to generation cycle confrontation. Muslim society in globalization and modernization era are faced with the choice between exploring the values of al-Qur’an and hadith which are renewable or receiving the construction of mazhab view as products of history. In Islamic jurisprudence it has been determined the limit of Sahih (valid) as the truth accumulation of Permanent understanding the mazhab version, while khatha (wrong) is the deviation of sahih corridor and the views of dhal (misguided) that is an understanding which is far from the sahih corridor which tends to different from the should be action.

Finally in understanding of religion occurs class action between agreeing on closed ijithad or inviting a call for open ijithad. Actually, the existence of tafsir and hermeneutics gives a major contribution to the responsibility that religion is a guide to eliminate any doubt, conflict and oppression. The Islamic intellectuals put hermeneutic to dissect back Islam in the frame of modernization and local wisdom until it is initiated in the
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level of ideas reconstruction, rethinking and deconstruction. This effort was done to arouse the Muslims to give a thinking view like juridical review towards the old thoughts which are tested again in the form of modern Islamic paradigm. There are some classical Islamic scholars who consider Islam has a single truth. While the paradigm modern of thought considers the Islamic concept should not be single but many united varieties only in the rule of Islam. The ultimate goal of the Sacred Text is to provide moral and ethical guidance. But morality does not end with the Qur’an it is only a basic assumption. In essence the spirit of Islam is declared that the moral should start from Al-Qur'an.\(^2\)

The application of Islamic hermeneutics is not distinguished by Muslim scholars with hermeneutics philosophy. Either Islamic hermeneutics or hermeneutic philosophy, it has thinking corridor towards a more rational way by considering other aspects to strengthen the understanding of the Qur’anic interpretation. Hermeneutic does not want a soar discourse, while the hermeneutic philosophy in its existence is always concerned with utopist rational truth. The existence of revelation opens the horizons more elegant to several living choices between positive and negative offerings, good-bad, or measurable or not measurable.

Understanding the truth of Muthlak Al-Qur’an is extremely limited. No one knows which one a single meaning is. Then the understanding of individualism on Al-Qur’an caused the emergence of pros and cons about the essence and the substance of Al-Qur’an values. There is a contradiction in society between echoing Al-Qur’an with a simple concept or with the soar concept. During this time many Muslims do not understand Al-Qur’an evenly, the result is a sharp deviation that leads to the conflicts like the weakening of Islamic faith, the differences and the rejection of Shari’ah (Islamic law) etc. The rejection is something that cannot be tolerated on the discourse of Al-Qur’an in order to echo Al-Qur’an on earth. In fact there is violence in the name of religion that is understood by a group of people as the validity who legalizes any violence to defend the faith. Therefore hermeneutics have levels of emotional influence on the emergence of movements in encountering or backing up so that a misconception interpretation is not a virus that destroys the global Islamic civilization.

The most applicable problem on hermeneutics is the distinction between exegesis (reading the meaning out of the text) and exegesis (reading our own meaning into the text). There is a presumption that exegesis is the only valid approach towards the interpretation. The standard of rational exegesis tends to be flexibility. Hermeneutic in Islam is in line with the ‘principle hermeneutic’ or ‘paternalistic (patterned) hermeneutic’.

However in philosophy it shows that adorning the meaning of a text in analysis (exegesis) elaborates between the meaning of authentication and asceticism as well as moral/social order towards the possibility of a text meaning (exegesis) synthetically, all are important aspects of the hermeneutic process.

**II. METHODOLOGY**

2.1 Understanding the Hermeneutics

Hermeneutic is derived from the word hermeneuein or hermeneia which has three basic of meanings which are understood in the classical period is "to announce", "to explain" and "to translate". Others interpret hermeneutic with "to express" which is synonymous with "to say" (an opinion). The words above are related to the understanding of a word which is described in the form of a translation of the text language into individualistic spoken language. Hermeneutic is interpreted as "to set forth". The understanding is based on "to explain" is directed to elaborate on the feasibility of the sign/gesture contained in the word. Meanwhile "to interpret" is intended to make clear the unclear text into certain meaningful text that no longer contains vagueness.

The Hermeneutics derivation from Greek is translated "to interpret" is the science which describes the principles or methods of an interpretation of individualistic meaning of the author. In principle, hermeneutic is understood by exegesis and contextual analysis which lead to create the rule of interpretation or an art.\(^3\)

Hermeneutic is identical as an interpretation doctrine that can explain the meaning in deep and shallow, minimum and maximum, transcendent and sophistic, authenticity and engineering. The application of hermeneutic is generally used to denote the art theory or a doctrine theory of what is observed. Hermeneutic is synonymous with exegesis that defined as "to set forth, explain and narrate". Exegesis is also included in the art of expressing word theory. Exegesis is interpreted the same as translation).\(^4\) In addition, the hermeneutic is interpretations itself that can be understood as revealed by Paul Rieccour “interpretation is the work of thought
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which consists in deciphering the hidden meaning in the apparent meaning, in unfolding the levels of meaning implied in literal meaning”

Schleirrmacher defines hermeneutics as the art in understanding the words that form the truth discourse of various individualistic. Many expressions of hermeneutic application first form discourse before the expression is received as doctrine, dogma and ideology. While Palmer defines hermeneutics as an understanding approach of the man’s work tries to describe by transcending the forms of language interpretation.

Language is a tool for human existence. While understanding a state of "loss of self” that an understanding must release itself from the attitude of feeling, emotion and engineering in order to have a level of relevance to the theological hermeneutic. Hermeneutic generally develops in a tradition that has been proven as the building of religion and law, art and philosophy so as to revolute them it is needed tradition awareness through reflection emancipation movement. The interpretation in the hermeneutic application at a minimal level produces only idea but at a maximum level it produces a rule of law, ideology and doctrine that causes an interpretation becomes applied, applicable and even a dogma or a doctrine which must not be violated.

2.2 Understanding Religion Discourse

Understanding of religion is always synonymous with a discourse that departs from the texts of Holy Books. Understanding of religion can be done in various ways among them is using the term interpretation, exegesis (opposite of eisegesis), and hermeneutics, in Islam they are known as Tafsir, Ta'wil and fahm of al-Qur'an. The understanding itself is an offering understanding that can be accepted somewhere and rejected in another place Understanding is more a reflection and personal experience which interacts with the Holy Books.

Religion is seen as a commitment to all the activities contains the ultimate truth. The behaviors of religious people act on the basis of authentic inner experience against God so that they create the influence of religion in human beings by creating harmony in their life with God. Nevertheless, in religious routines as life obligation it is accepted by any person anywhere. The forms of religion are centered on the community that the essence of religion applies the virtues which seen as the way of realizing themselves in the society. So in this case, it is required an interpretation of the meaning of the deepest religious symbols. Healthy religious people are always inspired in the attitude of optimistic, happy, soul friends (extroverted), the belief in social as the people who have all the views on things and whatever they see always use the power of mind to reveal the good potential. While the religion of sick souls reflects their beliefs in pessimistic, sorrow, suffering and closed personality (introverted).

Understanding of the Holy Books texts aims to obtain a good understanding of the better understanding of oneself (sichversteht) between a person's ability and his culture. Each understanding is sometimes developed through dialogue patterns that must use language media. The interpretation of Holy Books is given an understanding or interpreted to be clear as the centre of peace message. Holy Books substantially belong to interpreters so they interpret them to be light faith. Faith in future life is interpreted by Ludwid Feuerbach with “Life after death", Faith in the future is understood also by applying the truth in life belief. The characteristics of religion understanding cover several types of religion understanding namely, (1) literal sense of scripture, (2) the spiritual sense of scripture, (3) the fuller sense of scripture, and (4) the accommodative sense of scripture. All such sensitivities can be accepted to a certain level in society that sometimes differ in accepting based on the times and places. Each of the times and places there often occur 

III. DISCUSSION

Hermeneutic of Hasan Hanafi as a Solution in Understanding Religion at Globalization Era

Transformation of social and religion is more identical in values movement from the old to the new. The main orientation movement of the contemporary message to the more orientation would require no inheritance of hostility and anger, tahazzub (dogmatic) and ta'asob (fanatical), black and white, and haq and bathi(truth and falsehood). The change of reality is a good step even the change thinking is a virtue in keeping away or leaving the reality. This puts the understanding of religion as a changeable measure for the better one. The interpretation of Holy Books usually follows the rules of the times and places. New breakthroughs starts from the interpretation to shape the understanding of religion based ongeist (spirit of the age).

5Hasan Hanafi, Hijār al-’Ajyal, (Kairo: Dar al-Quba, 1998), p. 479
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The transformation will take a form that puts the new order, but many orders sometimes create the issues of need which are not solved in the world, are just drifted. Through the transformation of thinking in an effort to enlightenment (tanwir) of religion by increasing the religious thought in order to the internalization of values which imperfect the system, can eliminate the efforts in ta'asob (blind fanatic), tasyannah (discredit), tashallub (violent domination), ‘adwanah (hostility) and uzalah (split).

Hermeneutic in Hanafi’s perspective embraces the information balance by considering the level of acceptance formulations in the society that ranges among al-maqla’at (in line with the sensory knowledge), al-’ibarah (matching with the thought that can be correlated), al-qiyas (borrowing logical meaning in related verse). While those belong to the logic of consideration (dhan) are safsatu (an argument that composed of several premises), al-khitabah (private dialectic), sya’ir (rhetoric) and al-Burhan (demonstrative). These are concluded from observations of mufassir (commentators) who have various methods of their interpretations so that there has never been found the same interpretation but many gained changes due to various theories of meaning analysis.

Therefore, Hanafi tried to bring conciliation between two antagonistic movements in a Muslim nation that is between the offerings of the secular and the Salafis, although physically the two concepts are contrary, but they still live in a turats (tradition). Hanafi introduced a way of thinking towards religion understanding through a method of left Islamic understanding. The left Islam aims to reconstruct past Islamic heritage with the development pattern of epistemology by considering the traditional aspects rooted from the past, then idealized them into the culture and tradition (turāts).

Hanafi introduced a hermeneutical theory through istimbatistiqra’i’s approach (deductive exploratory). Istiqra’ aims to unite the mind and the reality. So the space of istiqra’ is obtained through the reality which studied by the method of logical istimbatistiqra’i. Hanafi stressed that both istimbat and istiqra’i reach the truth of yaqin and dhan. Istimbat is interpreted by Tariq Ramadan as “inference”. Istiqra’ is understood as istaqra’ which is interpreted as ‘I have tested’ by representing a test from special to general through meaning knowledge of each part and its specification. The meaning of istiqra’ its implications does not only test a word but know the words which are tested. Istiqra’ is an argument formulated based on the particular case represented in the universal. Istiqra’ in Greek is called epagoge. Epagoge is an individual knowledge obtained deductively. Epagoge is meant that the ability to hold the conclusions made from the particular case will be clear to the society that ranges among al-’Aqiba, 2000), Juz. II.

Hanafi offers a solution by stating that he is interested in nawāžil hermeneutic (big house), not i’tirādiyah hermeneutic (contradictions). In addition to nawāžil hermeneutic, Hanafi still wants hermeneutic within the scope of zawāhir, something requires rejection (rafa’) including the acts and actions of hypocrites (zindiq). Hermeneutic by nature is degradation (tasykik) of basic religion. Zawāhir hermeneutic reflects an understanding of religion equation (equality) in order to avoid the perception of conflict in society. Scripture in hermeneutic approach aims to achieve the goal of divine on earth while applications religious understanding adjusted by degradation (tasykik) the basics of religion. Zawāhir includes three characters, they are zawāhir with grammatical structure, zawāhir by customs (‘urf) and zawāhir with evidence.

The above nuance of mind is as the support of the creation the left Islamic discourse in the development of global civilization. Left Islam is not driven by the ritual and secular power but try to move the future of the conservative as a sense of pleasure to the past by evoking progressive ideas, Islam can move on with its progressivity. The civilization develops from yasāridīnī (right religion) towards yamīndīnī (right religion). Yasāridīnī is a minimum level of nadar (mind) equality. Al-Yasāris an hard invitation towards the ability to ensure the demand of democracy issues. Al-Yasar in the level of tsaurah (revolution) improves malakuardh (native ruler).

Understanding of left Islam is seen as a conspiracy or rejection attitude towards the irrelevant manifestation. The left Islam prevails progressive ideas, which signals that the teachings of renewable Islam is practical along with the modern conception. The left Islam is the same as the term of new salafiyyīn. There is a

---

9 Ibidp. 505-506
main contradiction between Muslim communities and the influence of Western imperialism which hastens the improvement of Arab Islamic identity with authenticity values (asala or kekhus rats is the religious past Islamic heritage). Then turāts is growing as a filter in the form of clarification and dissemination.

The essence of hermeneutic exists God on earth as corresponding with the saying in verse ilah al-samāwātīwa al-ard. Finally Hanafi introduced a kind of hermeneutic like thawali tafsir (cross-border) that is the interpretation which uses surah by surah and verse by verse, and combining between thematic and tīkār (repeating the verses). The thematic tafsir collects the whole verses which relate to one theme then all the thematic structures possibly include the whole Islamic knowledge in the scope of human, social pathology and the condition of the country, then it is called revolutionary tafsir it means we find the relationships of Muslims’s earth liberation (tahrīruarīdhī) in the name of Allah. The one which ties between Allah and the earth in one arābdhu al-mi (the earth fulfills the promise) and laḥātardh (declares God on earth) that is the union between tauhid and wahdatul ummat, between nubuwwah and historical dynamics, the revolution of the earth, the dynamics which eliminate the gap between sukunina (peace) and takhallaufina (differences), then these shape the hadhara(civilization) which are mutually inter-connected among man, age, historical and dynamics.

The renewal movement of contemporary Islam requires the removal of ishlahdīn (religions reform) to nadhhahysāmilahī (performance resurrection). Then from nadhhahysāmilahī it will produce mind enlightenment and it will easily create a social and political revolution by itself. Mitsali (ideal) reform leads to social reform, it should be through the mixture of wa'yusiyasi (political discourse) with wa'yutarikhi (historical discourse).

Meanwhile Hanafi required the reform should start from mind and soul first, then followed by hukumah (state) as well as the third to correlate with religion. But he did not concern with aqīdah (ideology) reform and uluwiiyadīnī above politics. The urgency of reform as the trigger of transformation chooses one between the tribe Islah (reform) and the state reform. Then the state reform is more important than the tribe reform. The state reform is the reform of government internalization not externalization. Meanwhile it does not prioritize the external reform by considering that many countries will face with enemies who perform the evils in their homeland.

IV. CONCLUSION

Hanafi introduced a theory of hermeneutic with istimhājistiqra’ī approach (deductive exploration). Istiqra’ī is understood as istiqra’aitu which is interpreted as ‘I have tested’ by representing a test from special to general through meaning knowledge of each part and its specification. Istiqra’ is the ability to hold the conclusions made from the summit view of the same overall sense in every person or an appreciation of an individual aesthetic which is accepted by people in general.

Revolutionary hermeneutic aims in relation to Muslims’ earth liberation (tahrīruarīdhī) in the name of Allah. arābdhu al-mi (the earth fulfills the promise) and laḥātardh (declares God on earth) that is the union between tauhid and wahdatul ummār, between nubuwwah and historical dynamics, the revolution of the earth, the dynamics which eliminate the gap between sukunina (peace) and takhallaufina (differences), then these shape the hadhara(civilization) which are mutually inter-connected among man, age, historical and dynamics. The renewal movement of contemporary Islam requires the removal of ishlahdīn (religions reform) to nadhhahysāmilahī(performance resurrection). Then from nadhhahysāmilahī it will produce mind enlightenment and it will easily create a social and political revolution by itself. Mitsali (ideal) reform leads to social reform, it should be through the mixture of wa'yusiyasi (political discourse) with wa'yutarikhi (historical discourse).

Religion becomes a two eyes weapon of Al-Din al-sya'bīafyuna (religion protects the people) and Al-Din sharkhāh al-muththahadāhin (religion imposes persistence). Al-Din al-sya'bīafyuna is more as a transformation movement either minor or major while Al-Din sharkhāh al-muththahadāhin is more synonymous with the revolution of religion movement or revolution of social movement. Thus hermeneutic of Hanafi expects the shape of nawazil hermeneutic and not hermeneutic which attack each other. Besides nawazil hermeneutic, Hanafi still wants the hermeneutic patterned within the scope of zhawahir hermeneutic ie something that requires the rejection of the extremities. Hermeneutic naturally is tasykik (degradation) of its religion fundamentals.
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